SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT

LOAD UP ON GUNS BRI-ING YOUR FRIENDS
IT’S FUN TO LOSE AND TO-O PRETEND
SHE’S OVER BORED 'N SE-ELF ASSURED
AND NOW I KNOW A DI-IRTY WORD
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO
WITH THE LIGHTS OUT IT'S LESS DANG'ROUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
I FEEL STUPID AND CONTAGIOUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
A MULATTO A LIBADO A MOSQUITO MY LIBIDO YEAH

I'M WORSE EUT WHAT I-I DO BEST
AND FOR THIS GIFT I FEE-EEL BLESSED
OUR LITTLE GROUP 'S ALW'S BEEN
AND ALW'S WILL UNTI-IL THE END
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO
WITH THE LIGHTS OUT IT'S LESS DANG'ROUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
I FEEL STUPID AND CONTAGIOUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
A MULATTO A LIBADO A MOSQUITO MY LIBIDO YEAH

SOLO

'ND I FEURGET JUST WHY-Y TO DASTE
OH YEAH I GUESS IT MA-AKES ME SMILE
I FOUND IT HARD IT'S HA-ARD TO FIND
WHO WELL WHATEVER NE-EVERMIND
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO HOW LO-OW
HELLO HELLO HELLO
WITH THE LIGHTS OUT IT'S LESS DANG'ROUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
I FEEL STUPID AND CONTAGIOUS
HERE WE ARE NOW ENDERTAIN US
A MULATTO A LIBADO A MOSQUITO MY LIBIDO
A DENIAL A DENIAL
A DENIAL A DENIAL
A DENIAL A DENIAL
A DENIAL A DENIAL
A DENIAAAAL